Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

30

SCB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Brown, Anthony

COLLEGE

Games Started

50

TEAM

16–6th–DAL

Dallas Cowboys

KEY STATS

Height

5112

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

30

INJURIES

Weight

192

Tapes Viewed
BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

SCHEME FIT

Rowles, Joe

YEAR – RD – TM

PURDUE (INPU)
Games Played

Scout Name (Last, First)

12-15-93 (25)

32

64%

Positions Started Captain

CB/Slot CB

No

2016- No injuries, 2017- No injuries, 2018- Hand Injury/Back Spasms- Week 16
2017- Second on defense with two interceptions, led team with 11 PDs. 2018- defensive
snaps fell from 847 in 2017 to 690. Finished fourth on team with 8 PDs.

40 YD

4.32

10 YD

1.50

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

31 3/4 8 1/3

35"

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.03

4.19

115"

19

2015: vs DET 9/13, at GB 10/18, at KC 12/13, at OAK 12/24, at DEN 1/3
Man Coverage in Trail Technique, Transitions in Trail and Off Coverage, Diagnosing
Run/Pass, Zone Awareness underneath
Disruption at LOS Skills, Play Strength in coverage, Ball Production, Open Field Tackling
without Momentum
A starting slot corner you can win with. At his best playing zone or out of a trail technique
where he can mirror, and cut off quarterback’s targets with his overlap. His size and play
strength are weaknesses, will struggle tackling and shedding blocks from bigger players
and can be boxed out for receptions.
Nickel corner in a zone heavy scheme where CB1 matches on WR1 and he’s given help
against physical mismatches to prevent him getting bullied at catch point.

SUMMARY
4th year player who has started 30 of 47 career games, including 10 of 15 in 2018 (mention why on injury and
personnel) (mention snap counts). 4th year under HC Jason Garrett and DC Rod Marinelli. First season under
passing game coordinator Kris Richards as Primary responsibility was as a nickel cornerback, with most snaps
in the slot. Played close to half of one game as a boundary corner. Scheme was a 4-3 defense that plays most
downs out of single high MOFC shell mixed with 2 high split safety shell in passing situations. Defense played
Zone and Man defense with a near 2 to 1 ratio. He has adequate height and weight. Has thin legs and a lean
upper body, he’s built taut with solid arm length. Shows good athletic ability with a good combination of
balance, foot quickness, acceleration and very good hip fluidity. He shows good change of direction skills.
Displays solid mental processing with ability to handle variety of duties. Displays good competitive toughness,
displays the necessary short memory to survive in coverage. Playing the boundary, he effectively uses his body
to squeeze similarly sized receivers to sideline if they release outside. Displays solid route recognition, reading
QBs eyes in off zone and anticipating incoming conflicts. Displays good leverage maintenance, will shut out
targets out of flat and hook zones. Displays good man coverage ability, very good in trail technique and will
glue to opponent’s hip in trail technique. Displays solid click and close ability, has the athletic ability to recover
when beaten. Easy long speed. Does a good job reading assignment for the incoming pass when his back is to
the ball. Displays solid ball skills. In limited opportunities he showed the ability to disrupt ball at catch point.
Displays solid ability in run support, takes good angles and will leverage the ball to his help if he can’t reach the
ball carrier. A solid blitzer who hides his intentions pre-snap to catch the QB off-guard. Displays marginal
strength and will have issues with bigger opponents in coverage, can be blocked with ease if caught without
forward momentum. Displays marginal LOS skills, short arms gives him a small window for punch and lacks the
strength to disrupt inside release. In Man coverage he’s susceptible to double moves as they take advantage of
his aggressiveness. Can be bullied by bigger receivers and boxed out from catches because of length and
strength limitations. Adequate open field tackler, he allows leakage when he doesn’t generate momentum into
tackle because of play strength issues. In the NFL, he’s a starting slot corner you can win with. At his best
playing zone or out of a trail technique where he can mirror, and cut off quarterback’s targets with his overlap.
His size and play strength are weaknesses, will struggle tackling and shedding blocks from bigger players and
can be boxed out for receptions.

